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:C'"'EN:E'-::NT CF -Err ABSTRACT

At ORNL, we have recently utilized the Spin Spectrometer
setup to investigate the differential effects of increasing
spin and excitation energy on nuclear shape and collectivity
in 158Yb. Along the yrast line of this and other N = 88
nuclei, weakly prolate shapes gradually give way to triaxial,
and then finally to non-collective oblate shapes as the spin
approaches 40ii, However, above the yrast line, large
deformation and collectivity once again sets in. This is
evidenced by the emergence of a broad quadrupole structure
(Ey = 1.2 MeV) in the continuum gamma^ray spectra that grows
with increasing temperature. The short (sub ps) lifetimes of
these transitions attest to the collective nature of these
structures. The emergence and growth of the quadrupole i
structure at high excitation energies is closely correlated j
with the appearance of energetic (Ey -2.5 MeV), fast Ml j
transitions which form another broad structure in the j
continuum spectra. From the centroid of the Ml bump, a i
quadrupole deformation parameter of 0.35 is inferred. !
Because of this sensitivity, these energetic Ml transitions
provide a unique p-obe of nuclear shape in the excitation
energy range of « 3-10 MeV..

*Work performed in collaboration with Y. Schutz, I. Y. Lee, F. K.
McGowan, N. R. Johnson, M. L. Halbert, D. C. Hensley, L. Courtney,
A. J. Larabee, L. L. Riedinge.r^ D.. G. Sarantites, and Y. S. Chen.
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r_.-.N I N | c P # O u r ^ f ^ ^ x i y stems "offer a unique laboratory to observe and

II study; the behavior of f in i te quantum mechanical systems under the
'extreme conditions of spin and temperature. Therefore, increasingly

• \D -NT ^Jmpre^experimental and theoretical efforts are being devoted to study
the effects of spin and temperature degrees of freedom on nuclear
properties. In the past few years we have witnessed a rapid progress
towand understanding the structure of discrete high-spin states. To
ci te tjust two recently observed phenomena, a super-prolate band that
extends to spin 60li has been established in ^ ^ y 1 ) which is a non-
collective nucleus at low spins; and oblate or terminating bands have
been'observed in several N=88 nuc le i 2 ' 3 ' which are prolate in their
ground state. However, discrete-state spectroscopy, by i ts nature,
can only reveal the structure of "cold" nuclei. In rapidly rotating

i

"hot11! nuclei, a similarly dramatic modification of the nuclear struc-

ture .is also expected, and could be best studied through the spectro-

scopy of the continuum y rays.

'In previous studies, investigators have succeeded in identifying

the salient features of the continuum y-ray spectra.4) Unfortunately,
*

largely due to the unavailability of a suitable detector system, a

detailed study of the evolution of continuum y rays as a function of

spin !and temperature ha3 been lacking. Two commonly used devices,

namely y-ray mult ip l ic i ty f i l te rs and total-energy spectrometers,

offer; limited u t i l i t y in isolating and identifying the nuclear

response to the differential effects of increasing spin or temperature

for constant values of excitation energy or spin, respectively. Such

studies had to await the development of 4n crystal bal ls. We have '

recently uti l ized the Spin Spectrometer at ORNL to perform a detailed

study of the quasicontinuum y-ray structure in 158Yb.

.The high-spin states in 158Yb were populated via the
98Mo(|61tNi,4n) reaction at 285-MeV beam energy. To reduce the severe

Doppler broadening, a l-mg/cm2-thick target backed with approximately

- 15 'mg/cm2 of natural lead was used. The experimental setup con-

sisted of six Ge detectors placed in the Spin Spectrometer as de-

scribed in Ref. 2. All of the energy and timing information of the

Nal- and-Ge-detector-s-were-recor-ded-event-by event on magnetic tapes.



cuMM c?P%. '§P e c t r o m e t e r a l l o w s a detailed characterization
! of continuum y-ray spectra by thei r multiplicity, total energy, and

angul!ar-distribution coefficients. To this end, in the off-line

^analysis of the da ta , 2 the gains of all Nal detectors were matched,

and pulses due to neutrons were removed by their time of f l ight . The

corrected data were then scanned to generate a series of Nal spectra

: that jwere simultaneously gated by: (a) discrete y rays that deexcite

states with I11 = 2+ through 12+ in 158Yb for channel selection; (b)

t o t a l pulse height (H) in steps of ZsH = 1.6 MeV; (c) total coin-

cidence fold (K) in steps of AK = 1; and (d) polar angles of the Nai

detectors (e = 0°, 24°, 41°, 49°, 64°, 68°, 78°, 88°). The resulting
i

spectra were then corrected for double hits, and unfolded using the

measured response functions of the individual Nal elements. The

response functions were also used to transform the coincidence fold to

multiplicity (M) and total pulse height into excitation energy (E).

The values of the excitation energy above the yrast line (E*) obtained
T

in this manner fall within 20% of the values estimated by fitting an
exponentially decaying curve to the high energy tail (Ey > 3 MeV) of
the ŷ -ray spectra. For each distinct set of (E,M) gate-values, the
unfolded spectra were sliced into bins of 100 keV and the angular
distribution of the intensity in each bin was fitted to the expression
W(9) •= Ao (l + a2P2 (Cose) + aHPlt (Cose)). Using the fitted values of'
the a^Ey) and a^Ey) coefficients, and assuming that all transitions
are of the pure stretched character, we were able to decompose the
energy spectra into two spectra of stretched dipole and stretched
quadrupole y rays. The spin values (I) were estimated from the rela- '
tive strengths of these two multipolarity spectra and the correspond-
ing multiplicity values. In the following, we shall examine the
evolution of these multipolarity spectra as a function of both spin
and excitation energy.

The quadrupole y-ray spectra show two distinct structures.
First, there exists a strong and narrow peak around Ey =750 keV which
is rather stable with increasing I and E* (See Fig. 1.). Nearly 50%
of the strength of this peak is attributed to the yrast transitions
-.•--,' O: P\GF

that deexcite-states^wi-the-I—=-26-36-spin range. The higher edge of
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the quadrupole (solid Ijnes) and dipole i
(dashed lines) spectra with excitation energy (E ) and multipli-
city (M). Each panel is labeled with the corresponding values of
E and M. The strong quadrupole peak at Ey - 750 keV is mostly
due to discrete yrast transitions. Noteworthy structures that
become strong at high multiplicities are: A quadrupole bump
(EY = 1.15 MeV) at high E ̂  a broad dipole structure
(EY - 1.5-3 MeV) at high E ; and a low energy continuum dipole
(Ey < 750 keV) at low E .

this peak falls rapidly and does not move noticeably with increasing M

or E,. Instead, a second and much broader structure gradually de-

velops around 1.15 MeV at high multiplicities and at excitation

energies in excess of several MeV above the yrast line. From Fig. 1,

it is apparent that the intensity of this structure grows with

increasing excitation energy and persists up to about E* - 10 MeV.

Comparisons of the spectra corresponding to angles of 6 = + 24° and

e = _24° indicate that this structure is fully Doppler shifted. Since



the •stoftpjtf&r-tiime; QfcNthe recoiling nuclei in the lead backing of the

: target is less than 1 ps, this observation implies that these tran-
i i

sitions are collective.
: \T:E\T <--.—--̂  Jhe dipole-like y-ray spectra also show two distinct features.

First , at energies of less than = 750 keV, we observe a continuum of
Y rays whose intensity grows with increasing mul t ip l ic i ty , but dimi-
nishes with E*. This clearly identifies the near-yrast high-spin
states as their or igin. In contrast, a very broad structure, with a
centroid at about 2.5 MeV, develops at high spins and high excitation
energies as seen in Fig. 1. Again, these y rays are ful ly Doppler-
shifted, indicating that they are most l ikely Ml in character
(B(M1) « 1 W.U.).

To ascertin the EM character of the dipole-like transitions, the
angular distribution data were analyzed in terms of two limiting
cases, namely: (1) qua'drupole plus mixed stretched (AI=1) tran-
sit ions, or (2) quadrupole plus mixed unstretched (AI=0) transitions.
A f i t to the data indicates that the low-energy part (Ey<l MeV) of the
spectrum favors the f i r s t solution whereas the high-energy part of the
spectrum (Ey>2 MeV) is best reproduced by the second solution. The
deduced mixing ratios fal l in the range of 1.5-3 and 1-1.5 for the two
solutions, respectively. Such large mixing ratios rule out an M2/E1
alternative and are strongly suggestive of the E2/M1 character for the
dipole-like transitions.

Taken together, these observations point to the existence of two
very'different structures at high spins in 158Yb nucleus: In the
vicini ty of the yrast l ine, the presence of the low-energy mixed E2/M1
transitions rather than strong, high-energy E2 transitions indicate
that .these states are only weakly collective. Possible candidate
structures are: (1) terminating bands which have been observed at
lower spins (I = 40) in the discrete y ray spectroscopy data;2) or
(2) weakly collective, tr iaxial bands. In contrast, at high exci-
tation energies, the presence of collectively enhanced E2 transitions
at Ey =1.15 MeV, and Ml y rays with Ey = 2-3 MeV signal the onset of
col lect ivi ty well above the yrast l ine.



is the high-energy Ml component which pro-

vides a powerful probe and indicator of nuclear col lect ivi ty at high

temperatures. As previously shown by Chen and Leander,5' for rota-

It i^nal bands with large deformations and moderate values of K,

unstretched Ml transitions can effectively compete with the intraband

collective E2 transitions. Furthermore, the centroid of the Ml struc-

ture iis a very sensitive indicator of the deformation parameter, e2.

These predictions are borne out in the present data. Figure 2 com-

pares the observed Ml and E2 spectra with their respective probability

distributions from a cranked shell model calculation. Similar to the
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Fig. 2. The probabil i ty spectra of Ml (sol id l ine) and)
, E2 (dashed l ine) for 158Yb calculated with parameters e =
; 0.36, % = - 0.015, y = 0, An = 0.1 liioD and Ap = 0.1 Rio.,
. generated by summing over the contributions from the N=5,
; N=6 neutron and N=5 proton shells and the contributions

from the rotational frequencies which balance spin I from
30h* to 55R. Al l quasiparticle levels within 9 MeV above
the yrast l ine are involved in the calculat ion. The
smooth sol id and dashed curves are experimental Ml and E2
spectra, respectively. The y-axis scale is arb i t rary .



v t L a 6 ibheistrength of the Ml bump increases with in
!creasing temperature. A deformation parameter of e =0.36 is needed to

reproduce the experimental centroid of the Ml bump. (For comparison,

iV^maJller value of e =0.16 results in a centroid energy of 1.5 MeV for

t h i s jstructure.)* The above deduced deformation is in excellent accord

with 'Other theoret ical calculations6) that predict the onset of large

deformations at high spins and temperatures in 158Yb. Thus, energetic

Ml transit ions can offer a quanti tat ive probe of nuclear deformation

in the excitat ion energy range of = 3-10 MeV, which l ies beyond the

reach of the conventional probes (e .g . , discrete gamma-ray

spectroscopy or gamma-decay study of the GDR). The col lect ive

features observed in th is experiment persist up to one-neutron binding

energy and clear ly establish that shell effects survive and dominate

the structure of hot, rapidly rotat ing nuclei in th is region.
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